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This paper presents a study on forces generated due to different mechanisms in turning 

low reinforcement Al/B4C composites. Forces due to shearing, ploughing and particle 

fracture/debonding mechanisms have been determined based on experimental data and 

latest models from literature. These mechanisms form the basis of the different kinds of 

forces generated during machining of metal matrix composites. This study analyses force 

behaviour due to the above-mentioned mechanisms under varying machining conditions 

and material compositions. Primary findings establish the relative dominance of shearing 

mechanism over ploughing and particle fracture under all conditions. Secondly, 

ploughing and particle fracture forces’ estimates respond in tune with the increasing 

particle reinforcement fractions in the metal matrix compositions. However, shearing 

forces do not necessarily follow such trends. It is found that chip thickness increments 

with rising feed rates are better indicators of augmentation in composite reinforcement 

levels. Thirdly, cutting forces and material flow strengths may exhibit contradictory 

trends under exactly same machining conditions. Fourthly, flow stresses are found to be 

more strain rate sensitive for low reinforcement composites. Lower reinforcement 

composites are relatively less ductile at low cutting speeds and more ductile with varying 

feeds and depths of cut. These results establish better machinability of metal matrix 

composites having lesser particulate inclusions at higher cutting speeds and feed rates. 

Composites reinforced with higher percentage of boron carbide particles do not 

necessarily generate higher shearing forces, although increased tool wear can certainly 

be expected due to the higher ploughing and particle fracture/debonding forces. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Metal matrix composites (MMCs) are new age materials 

that have attracted a lot of attention in recent years owing to 

their superior strength to weight characteristics over 

conventional monolithic materials [1-6]. Researchers have 

focused their attention broadly on to a) variety of compositions 

possible through a spectrum of synthesis techniques, b) the 

improvements in mechanical properties possible and c) 

modeling behaviors of these materials under different 

machining methods and parameters. Analytical and statistical 

modeling have been attempted to obtain a better idea of the 

magnitude and nature of forces, stresses, strains, temperature 

generation, surface characteristics, tool wear and deformation 

mechanisms of such newly synthesized materials [7]. 

Generally speaking, metal matrix composites are expected to 

possess more hardness, strength and cause more tool wear 

under abrasive, adhesive and diffusive regimes as compared to 

monolithic alloys [8, 9]. 

Lately, enhanced analytical models have been developed 

recently to enable better prediction of forces generated in 

orthogonal turning of metal matrix composites. Apart from the 

shearing forces, these models consider forces emanating from 

fracture and debonding of particles coming in the path of 

cutting tool edge; as well as those arising from the elastic 

recovery of the machined surface due to large tool edge radii, 

known as the ploughing forces [10-12]. 

Researchers have largely agreed upon the formulations to 

compute ploughing forces in a given situation of machining 

metal matrix composites and tool geometry parameters. These 

formations are based upon the investigations of the work of 

Waldorf et al. [10, 13] regarding the effects of varying cutting 

edge radii on ploughing forces. Basically, higher cutting edge 

radii attract higher ploughing forces; which assume more 

significance as the cutting edge radius approaches the order of 

the applied feed rate. In case of metal matrix composites too, 

these forces have a similar role; and as such they have been 

assessed for their effects on tool from either the matrix 

material alone, or from the composite material as a whole. This 

differentiation depends on a particular value of shear stress 

being considered in the formulations, whether we take shear 

stress of the matrix or of the composite. Some researchers 

choose the shear strength of the matrix only [14, 15], whereas 

others choose that of the composite [16, 17]. In this regard, 

there is also an application of the equivalent edge concept by 

Colwell [18] that helps estimate the actual active cutting edge 

involved in cutting for given parameter values. In fact, 

researchers have used the equivalent cutting edge approach to 

compute equivalent feed, equivalent depth of cut, equivalent 

approach angle and applied them in not only determining the 
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ploughing forces; but also in calculating shearing and particle 

fracture forces [14, 16]. 

Particle fracture and debonding forces have also found at 

least two different determination routes. The first route [14] 

applies the fracture energy spent per particle based on a 

previous work by Yan and Zhang [19] founded upon Griffith’s 

fracture theory that investigated and determined energy of 

rubbing, scratching, cutting and ploughing. The exact value of 

the particle fracture energy for the composite under study was 

determined by extrapolating the energy data trends published 

in the reference work by Yan and Zhang [19]. The other set of 

investigators [16] developed analytical formulations for 

particle fracture forces also based on Griffith’s theory of 

fracture, by integrating the fracture energy per unit crack 

length over the average circumference of the reinforcement 

particles, starting from an assumed initial crack length and 

width. This fracture energy per particle was then multiplied by 

the total particles encountered by the tool cutting edge in terms 

of the percent reinforcement and the area of cut expressed as 

the product of equivalent feed and depth of cut. The first set of 

investigators has not agreed to the second route of determining 

fracture forces, seeking rationale behind integrating energy 

over particle circumference. In terms of results, the first set 

showcased fracture forces expressed as a percentage of total 

forces. The second set compared the assessments of total 

forces with those obtained experimentally, with good accuracy. 

Shearing forces are analytically predicted basically from 

Merchant’s formulations assuming a sharp cutting tool edge 

and a planar shear area. The parameters in question include the 

shear plane angle, friction angle, tool rake angle, feed rate, cut 

width and the material flow stress. Of these, the tool rake, feed 

and cut width are experimental input parameters. Shear plane 

angle is obtained via chip thickness ratio, whereas tool chip 

interface friction angle is analytically related (linearly) to 

shear plane angle. This linear relationship between shear and 

friction angles can be specifically obtained for the composite 

material in question experimentally. Researchers have shown 

that the linear nature of this relationship holds true for metal 

matrix composites too [14], as does for monolithic materials; 

albeit at different slopes. 

Friction angle has also been estimated considering two body 

abrasion and three body rolling mechanisms; depending on 

particle reinforcement percentage, average particle radius and 

other mechanical properties of the metal alloy matrix, 

reinforced particle and cutting tool materials [16]. However, 

this particular friction angle estimation is understood to be 

independent of the machining parameters, whereas, the shear 

angle based analytical determination of friction angle is 

founded upon chip thickness obtained experimentally and 

varies according to cutting conditions. Of course, friction 

angle can be directly obtained from experimental force values 

as well. 

The other important aspect of machining forces and their 

analytical predictions is the material flow stress. The Johnson 

Cook’s constitutive model has been applied widely for the 

same, because it takes into account varied and sometimes 

contradicting mechanisms such as strain hardening, strain rate 

and thermal softening effects on material flow stresses. This 

provides for a more realistic estimate of flow stress with regard 

to changing machining parameters. It is worthwhile to note 

here that shear plane angle, friction angle and even the 

composite material shear stress have been found to be linearly 

related to cutting speed based on experimental data [14]. These 

relations have then been applied to obtain machining angles 

and stresses at various cutting speeds to ultimately predict chip 

formation forces. This approach may be checked for validity 

under various machining conditions and compositions. 

The above discussed force mechanisms of shearing, 

ploughing and particle fracture have been studied for relatively 

higher (20%) reinforcement MMCs. Moreover, despite 

extensive research on metal matrix composites (MMCs), the 

specific force mechanisms in machining of low reinforcement 

MMCs remain largely unexplored. The present work focuses 

on machining force investigations in orthogonal turning of 

much lower reinforcement metal matrix composites, to better 

understand the workings of the force generation mechanisms 

at specifically lower and closely spaced particulate densities. 

In other words, this study aims to uncover the force generation 

mechanisms in machining low reinforcement MMCs and 

provide guidelines for their machinability aspects. Lower 

reinforcements are expected to throw up newer mechanism 

behaviors, for example, one may expect particle fracture 

forces to go down simply because there are much lesser 

particles for the advancing tool edge to encounter. Similarly, 

lower reinforcement composites can show much higher strain 

hardening as compared to thermal softening at lower cutting 

speeds and feeds. Aspects like these need to be investigated 

and suitable guidelines obtained towards better machinability 

of such metal matrix composites. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

In the present study, orthogonal turning experiments were 

conducted on Al 6063 alloys reinforced with 3, 5 and 7% 

boron carbide particles. The average size of these particles was 

20 microns. Their uniform distribution within the aluminium 

base alloy was confirmed via optical microscopy. Cutting 

speed, feed rate and depth of cut were varied one at a time over 

three levels (cutting speeds-50, 125 and 175 m/min; feed-0.1, 

0.15 and 2.0 mm/rev and depth of cut-0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mm), 

keeping the other two parameters constant at the mid-values of 

their respective selected ranges. This was done to clearly make 

out the individual effects of machining parameters on force 

predictions. The above-mentioned parameter variations 

panned over 27 experiments for the three MMC compositions, 

each run replicated thrice to account for machining 

variabilities. All experiments were performed on a CNC 

turning center (Haas Automation G10) under dry machining 

conditions using a CNMG-120408 CVD coated tool insert on 

cast MMC cylindrical rods (30 mm diameter each). Forces 

were measured using a three-axis piezoelectric pick up 

dynamometer (Ramson make, model IL 15), chip thicknesses 

were measured using a micrometer (Mitutoyo Digimatic 0-25 

mm) for every experimental run and average values were

calculated of the three readings recorded for every

experimental run. These averages comprised of the mean of

the three readings captured for each experimental run. Tool

condition, machine stability and workpiece homogeneity were

assumed constant during the multiple experimental runs. All

force readings were recorded manually based on the stabilized

force values in three axes as indicated by the dynamometer

digital display. Turning length was kept constant at 10 mm for

each run after first taking an initial cut on the base aluminium

alloy to stabilize the machining and calibrating the

dynamometer as per the standard/pre-known force readings of

the base alloy for the MMC data acquisition process.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

The data of experimentally obtained forces was plotted 

against varying speeds, feed rates and depths of cut; for the 

different MMC compositions under study. Next, ploughing 

forces and particle fracture/debonding forces were determined 

based on experimental data and the analytical formulations 

from literature [14, 16]. These analytical models have been 

specifically derived by researchers for force predictions in 

turning of metal matrix composites and as such, can be applied 

to all MMC compositions by applying material and machining 

specific data. In this way, ploughing and particle fracture 

forces were also plotted against varying machining parameters 

for the three materials. Thereafter, chip formation/shearing 

forces were determined by deducting the ploughing and 

particle fracture forces from the total forces measured 

experimentally. Shearing forces were not estimated from 

analytical models because of nonavailability of the Johnson 

Cook’s constitutive model constants for the materials under 

consideration. These constants will be determined and applied 

in a future study. Other parameters like chip thickness ratios, 

shear stresses, shear strain rates and machining angles were 

determined for each experimental run using experimental data 

and relevant/applicable analytical orthogonal machining 

relations [14]. 

 

3.1 Total forces and shear stresses 

 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 depict variations of total forces 

measured by lathe tool dynamometer in thrust and cutting 

directions for all three compositions. With respect to cutting 

speed, both cutting and thrust force components are seen 

declining gradually, due to incrementing thermal softening 

effects with increasing strain rates. Thermal softening refers to 

the general softening/decreasing hardness of the metal matrix 

material under the action of higher cutting speeds and/or forces. 

Strain hardening is the opposite of thermal softening, it refers 

to the progressive hardening of the work material under the 

action of rising stresses. Strain rates refer to the rate of change 

of deformations occurring in the work material under the 

action of cutting forces. The intermediate peaking of cutting 

forces for 3% composition can be ascribed to the initial 

predominance of strain hardening effects over thermal 

softening at lower speeds. Later, thermal softening becomes 

the dominant mechanism. This peaking effect is observed to 

be more prevalent for lower reinforcement composites as 

compared to higher percent reinforcements. It shows that 

thermal softening overshadows strain hardening at lower 

cutting speeds for higher reinforcement MMCs only. These 

effects are non-existent for thrust components, showing that 

material strain hardening has a preferred direction too. This 

effect is observable mostly in cutting direction only. For lower 

reinforcement MMCs, strain hardening maintains its 

dominance at lower cutting speeds. With respect to feed rates, 

cutting as well as thrust forces are expected to rise almost 

linearly, due to the augmentation of area of cut with feed. Area 

of cut refers to the material surface area cut by the advancing 

cutting tool in terms of the product of depth of cut and 

machining feed rate. Here, it can be observed how sometimes 

one composition dominates the maximum generated forces, 

while at other occasions some other composition dominates. 

This actually indicates the range of forces generated by closely 

spaced metal matrix compositions. In fact, it may be concluded 

that given the same values of increasing areas of cut, 5% 

composition’s display of consistent higher forces shows better 

composite strength. However, these total forces are a 

combination of shearing, ploughing, particle fracture forces. 

The shearing forces depend on material flow stress, cut area, 

shear angle, friction angle and rake angle. Shear stress in turn 

depends on shear strain, shear strain rate and thermal softening 

effects. Therefore, total forces in machining MMCs are a 

complex subject matter; and to simply assume higher forces 

for higher reinforcements would be naïve. This is especially 

relevant in the present case of low reinforcement MMC 

compositions. So, other machining indicators must be 

considered as well. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Variation of total cutting forces with machining parameters 
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Figure 2. Variation of total thrust forces with machining parameters 

 

For example, on comparing chip thicknesses among 

compositions, we find increasing chip thicknesses for all three 

compositions with feed rate, which is quite normal and 

expected. However, we do find thicker chips initially for 5pc 

MMC, but comparatively thicker chips for 3pc MMC at higher 

feeds. There appear to be greater ranges of variations in chip 

thicknesses with increasing feed rates at lower compositions! 

For the same range of feed rates, chip thicknesses vary from 

0.32 to 0.73 mm for 7pc MMC, from 0.42 to 0.92 mm for 5pc 

MMC and 0.30 to 1.11 mm for 3pc MMC. There is an 

increment of 0.39mm for 7pc, 0.50mm for 5pc and 0.81mm 

for 3pc MMC. This explains greater slopes of force curves 

with respect to feed rates and depths of cut at lower 

reinforcements. So, as the percentage reinforcements increase, 

one may expect lower force increments with a rising area of 

cut. This points towards a stronger thermal softening 

mechanism at work in higher reinforcement composites, 

which secretly reduces the material shear stresses (Figure 3), 

thus pulling down the rate of increment of forces due to rising 

area of cut. This points towards a stronger thermal softening 

mechanism at work in higher reinforcement composites, 

which reduces the material shear stresses (Figure 3). This 

effect reduces the rate of increment of forces due to rising area 

of cut. The slopes of shear stress reduction are more 

pronounced in case of rising depth of cut as there is a greater 

increment in the depth of cut quantitatively as compared to 

feed rate in the experiments conducted in this study. This 

inverse relationship of chip thickness increments with MMC 

particulate compositions conclusively proves the integrity of 

the prepared composite materials with rising percent 

reinforcements. In a nutshell, these results show that the total 

forces in machining of MMCs increase with rising feed rates 

and depths of cut. These forces gradually decrease with 

increasing cutting speeds. 

From shear stress graphs (Figure 3), the reduction in shear 

stresses with rising feeds and depths of cut is evident. This 

decrement in material flow strength occurs despite 

simultaneously rising cutting forces under same conditions. 

Rising feed rates and depths of cut induce high thermal 

softening of the matrix material, which reduce material flow 

stresses. However, cutting forces continue to increase because 

rising feed rates and depths of cut directly influence the area 

being cut at the tool tip. So, increasing forces do not 

necessarily indicate increasing shear strengths. Other trends of 

experimental shear stresses show that material strength 

initially rises and then drops with rising cutting speeds for all 

MMC compositions. This happens due to rising thermal 

softening effects with increasing cutting speeds. This material 

strength behaviour is quite expected at low cutting speeds [20-

22]. The initial rise in material strength is due to the higher 

strain hardening effect that is directly related to rising strain 

rates (that is, with cutting speed [20]). However, strain 

hardening reduces due to thermal softening [23]. Past research 

[24, 25] has found MMCs to be more sensitive to strain rates 

as compared to non-reinforced alloys. The current work shear 

stress graphs show that lower reinforcement MMCs display 

greater strain rate sensitivity as compared to higher 

reinforcement MMCs. In summary, material shear strengths of 

MMCs reduce with rising speed, feed, depths of cut and 

particle reinforcement fractions. 

 

3.2 Ploughing forces, particle fracture forces and 

percentage contributions to total forces 

 

Ploughing refers to the machining forces arising due to the 

elastic recovery of the work material after the passage of 

cutting tool edge. Particle fracture forces are encountered by 

the advancing cutting tool as it encounters the ceramic 

particles embedded in the parent alloy material matrix and 

fractures/disintegrates them during machining. These force 

mechanisms need to be considered in the context of MMCs for 

a better understanding of machinability of these materials. 
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Ploughing and particle fracture forces seem to be indifferent 

to cutting speed variations (Figure 4, Figure 5). This is because 

ploughing forces depend on the magnitude of uncut chip 

thickness, which is kept constant during the experimental runs 

with speed variations. Similarly, the constant cut area 

maintained during speed variations ensures uniform particle 

fracture forces. For incrementing feed rates and depths of cut, 

all force components are observed to increase, viz. shearing, 

ploughing and particle fracture. However, from the view point 

of break up of total forces at the tooltip, particle fracture forces 

follow a diminishing trend. Similarly, ploughing forces also 

rise with feed, but their overall contribution to total forces 

remains insignificant. This means that although higher particle 

fracture forces are encountered at higher feeds. However, the 

percentage contribution of these forces to total forces reduces 

steadily. This fact highlights the impact of rising area of cut on 

shooting up shearing forces much more rapidly in comparison 

to fracture/ploughing forces. Lower values of this area of cut 

are responsible for considerably higher material strength at 

lower feed rates (Figure 3 [26]). 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Variations of material flow stresses with machining parameters for 3pc, 5pc and 7pc MMCs 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Variation of ploughing forces with machining parameters in cutting (Fcp) and thrust directions (Ftp) for 3pc, 5pc and 

7pc MMCs 
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Figure 5. Variation of particle fracture/debonding forces with machining parameters in cutting (Fcd) and thrust directions (Ftd) 

for 3pc, 5pc and 7pc MMCs 

 
 

Figure 6. Percentage contributions to total forces by cutting force components shearing (Fcs), ploughing (Fcp) and particle 

fracture/debonding (Fcd) and their thrust counterparts (Fts, Ftp and Ftd) with varying machining parameters for 7pc MMC (these 

graphs are similar in case of 3pc and 5pc MMCs as well; therefore not reported here) 
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Cutting force components are observed to be higher than the 

thrust components of the total measured forces (Figure 1, 

Figure 2) In case of ploughing forces, thrust components 

consistently dominate over cutting forces under all machining 

conditions. Similarly, it may be noted that that in case of total 

forces, thrust components of ploughing forces have a higher 

percent effect as compared to the cutting components of 

ploughing forces (Figure 6). This is an expected result, as 

ploughing force is exerted on tool by the ‘springing’ machined 

surface primarily in thrust direction. In the case of particle 

fracture/debonding forces, it is the cutting force components 

that lead their thrust counterparts. This is also understandable 

as the maximum tool particle interaction is expected to occur 

primarily in the cutting direction normal to the area of cut. 

Ploughing force estimations for any varying machining 

parameter are found to be overlapping for the three MMC 

compositions. This is because ploughing forces are primarily 

based on the elastic recovery of the matrix material; and as 

such the particle reinforcements have no involvement in such 

phenomenon. It is noteworthy that in both particle fracture and 

ploughing force estimations, higher forces are generated by 

successively higher reinforcement MMCs under all machining 

conditions. This scheme holds true for both cutting and thrust 

components. This trend is linked to the incidence of 

progressively greater number of particles at the advancing tool 

edge as the percentage reinforcement in the MMCs increases. 

Still, the total measured forces do not necessarily respect such 

trends of rising forces with rising percent reinforcements. This 

is because firstly, particle fracture and ploughing do not 

occupy a major significance in the context of their 

contributions to total forces, especially for the low 

reinforcement materials under study. Secondly, the chip 

formation shearing forces, which form a majority of the total 

forces, are dependent upon a variety of complex factors 

discussed earlier. Hence, it is difficult to find a clear 

demarcation between shearing forces in turning of closely 

spaced MMC compositions. 

In relation to particle fracture forces, the debonding energy 

per particle was determined based on the formulations of 

Sikder and Kishawy [16] to be 3.24e-09 Jmm-3. This value 

corresponds to the debonding energy required to crack and 

dislodge one alumina particle of size 5-10 microns [16]. The 

average particle size in current study was 20 microns, but still 

it required relatively lesser energy to crack and debond due to 

the lower fracture toughness of the boron carbide particle as 

compared to alumina. In summary, the particle fracture forces 

increase with rising particle reinforcements in the MMCs. This 

result is evident from Figure 5. The ploughing mechanism has 

a major impact on thrust force components in machining 

MMC materials. This is the most prominent result shown in 

Figure 4. 

3.3. Machining angles

Figure 7. Variations of shear and friction angles with machining parameters for all MMC compositions 
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The current investigation of cutting forces would be 

incomplete without analyzing shear and friction angles. These 

angles are closely related to machining force generation 

mechanisms; and can be determined from experimental cutting 

force data using simple relations [20]. Shear angle is the angle 

between the direction of cutting tool path and the work 

material shearing plane. It plays an important role in 

machinability of work material. Friction angle is specified at 

the interface of the chip movement against the advancing tool 

face. It provides important insights into the chip tool 

interactions that lead to tool wear. Shear angle is a good 

indicator of material ductility/brittleness [27]; whereas friction 

angle is related to the chiptool interface temperature 

generation. Figure 7 shows the variations of these angles with 

cutting parameters in the current study. With respect to cutting 

speeds, higher shear angles for lower reinforcement MMCs 

show their relatively higher brittle nature at low cutting speeds. 

The peaking of shear angle curve for 3pc MMC with cutting 

speed is reminiscent of the similar peaking observed in cutting 

force trends for the same conditions. Its initial rise shows its 

initial brittleness, followed by a fall in this brittleness as the 

cutting speed increases. Friction angle curves with cutting 

speed (Figure 7) indicate similar chip tool interface 

temperatures for the three compositions, remaining almost 

constant at low speeds under study. With respect to feed rates 

and depths of cut, higher shear angles are observed for higher 

reinforcement MMCs. These shear angle trends (Figure 7) 

indicate greater brittleness of higher reinforced MMCs at all 

feeds and depths of cut. This happens because higher particle 

reinforcements make the MMC materials more brittle. With 

respect to depth of cut, all composition shear angles show 

rapid declines. With respect to feed rates also, these curves 

show decreasing trends. These trends show rapidly lowering 

brittleness of MMCs. This phenomenon can be explained by 

the thermal softening effects (it may be noted that cutting 

forces are still expected to rise with feed and depth of cut due 

to increasing area of cut). Friction angles are on a rising trend 

with feed rates; more so with depth of cut. The friction angle 

trends shown in Figure 7 indicate higher temperature 

generation at higher feed/depth of cut. Also, relatively higher 

reinforcement MMCs seem to induce greater thermal effects, 

shown through their comparatively higher friction angles. 

However, being closely spaced, these trends are mixed up 

among the MMC compositions under study for all shear and 

friction angle relations. In summary, the shear and friction 

angle trends show that machinability of particle reinforced 

MMCs can be improved at higher cutting speeds. For higher 

reinforced MMCs, thermal softening can improve 

machinability at higher feed rates and depths of cut. However, 

this would also increase tool wear due to higher chip tool 

temperatures. 

4. CONCLUSIONS

This work is an investigation of cutting forces generated 

under different mechanisms in turning of Al/B4C metal matrix 

composites. The prepared composites were reinforced with 

low quantities of the said ceramic particulates, with closely 

spaced percent reinforcements. This was done to understand 

low reinforcement and closely spaced composition condition-

specific behavior of cutting force mechanisms. Primary results 

of this study show that 

(1) Shearing force mechanism contributes majorly to the

total cutting forces, under all conditions. 

(2) Ploughing force is the next significant contributor.

(3) Particle fracture and debonding forces are almost

negligible in comparison to the shearing forces for machining 

low reinforcement MMCs. 

(4) Shearing forces do not necessarily increase in the order

of increasing MMC percent reinforcements. 

(5) Ploughing and particle fracture forces increment with

rising particulate fractions in the MMCs. 

(6) The ranges of increments in chip thicknesses emerge as

better indicators of different MMC compositions. 

(7) Progressively lower percent compositions exhibit bigger

chip thickness ranges. 

(8) All force mechanisms, viz. shearing, ploughing and

particle fracture/debonding increase with rising feeds and 

depths of cut. 

(9) The contribution of ploughing and particle fracture

forces to total forces keeps reducing with increasing feed and 

depth of cut. This highlights the criticality of shearing force 

estimation accuracy at higher feed, depth of cut for low 

reinforcement MMCs. 

(10) Ploughing and particle fracture forces do not vary with

cutting speeds, due to constant uncut chip thickness and width 

of cut. 

(11) Lower percent reinforced MMCs show greater strain

hardening at lower cutting speeds as compared to higher 

percent reinforced MMCs, which show higher thermal 

softening at low speeds. 

(12) With rising feed rate and depth of cut, material shear

stresses reduce, in contrast to rising cutting forces under same 

conditions. 

(13) Lower percent reinforced MMCs show greater strain

rate sensitivity. 

(14) Based on shear angle studies, lower reinforcement

MMCs show greater brittleness at low cutting speeds. This 

trend reverses for machining with varying feed and depth of 

cut. 

(15) Higher reinforced MMCs generate higher tool-chip

interface temperatures, evident from friction angle estimations. 

The broader implications of these findings include 

recommendations of machining lower reinforced aluminium 

composites at higher cutting speeds and medium range feed 

rate/depths of cut. On the other hand, higher reinforcement 

MMCs should be preferably machined at medium cutting 

speeds, feed rates and depths of cut. These machining 

parameter settings would increase machinability and reduce 

tool wear progression of the respective MMCs. 

The future scope of this study would involve a similar 

analysis of the nano particle reinforced aluminium metal 

matrix composites. The force mechanisms and material 

behaviours of nano composites can be compared with those of 

micro composites in further studies. 
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